
HB 99 is just more WOKE and LGBCDXYZ garbage!  The change to section 1 by adding “sex”, I have zero 
problem with, since that matches up with our Constitution now.  However, Section 2 is where we part 
ways!  First off, let me be very clear, since we hear from the Socialist all the time as to the China Virus, 
follow the science, the science says, etc.  Yet when it comes to 100's if not 10's of thousands of years the 
science, there are two sexes, male and female.  If a body if found years later, the science is to look at the 
pelvis, the length of the femur and other aspects of the skeloton, much less what the DNA says, XX or XY.  
There is no science that would or ever will show that that person was “nonbianary”, or had believed 
along with hormonal and surgical procedures was then a “woman” or a “man”   
or a “whatever”.  Yet the WOKE and LGBCDXYZ want us to not only fully disregard settled science but to 
add a “whatever” to the law! 
 
Laws, like science are suppose to be based on facts.  Yet over the years   
we have seen that neither science nor laws have any meaning what-so-ever!    
In you, the Socialists/Marxist/Communist world you can redefine language and when we push back, you 
call us racists, homophobes, extremsists, even going so far as to lable parents that speak up at School 
Board Meetings Terrorsists!  We reject those attacks because your views and actions are the racist, 
heterophobes, extremists and yes even terrorists. 
 
No, we are fighting back against your evil intentions!  We are standing for our Consitution as written and 
our centuries old science that is based in facts!  Even in science there is fact and there is theory.  In 
science theory is never FACT.  The  LGBCDXYZ isn't even being proposed as a theory that a man or a 
woman can “transform their gender”!  If it is, like is being done in some medical communities that is the 
worse of the worse junk science and medicine and in the medcial aspct, those that do so should be and 
hopefully one day will be in prison! 
 
I call on all Republicans in this committee to call a vote and to vote down HB99, thus killing this bill from 
proceding further and wasting the peoples time! 
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